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ROBERT ALEXANDER:  Welcome to the PaTTAN Harrisburg Studio for today’s 
presentation of the Paideia Socratic Seminar: A Strategy for Increasing Understanding 
in Text, Ideas and Values, and the Self and Others.  This particular training is designed 
for any special ed and/or regular ed teachers, at any grade level and in any content 
area, who have an interest in using the Socratic Seminar as a means to improve 
thinking, reading, writing, speaking, and listening in the classrooms of the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 
 My name is Bob Alexander.  I am your host.  I will be directing your professional 
development today.  I am a consultant here at PaTTAN Harrisburg.  And in addition, I 
am also the self-appointed minister of Socratic love for the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania.  That being said, I’m very happy to be with you today for this training.  
 This training was developed as a result of great interest in the state in using the 
Socratic Seminar.  Recently, over the course of this year, I’ve done a similar training 
across the state, and this is a condensed version for you teachers out there who really 
want to get to the heart of thinking, reading, writing, speaking, and listening.  That being 
said, very, very happy to be with you today. 
 From an experience standpoint, I was a classroom teacher for 20 years.  I taught 
high school English and a little bit of history.  And for 19 of those 20 years, I used the 
Paideia Philosophy, the crown jewel of that being the Socratic Seminar.  I got into the 
Paideia Philosophy in a very strange way.  At the end of my first year of teaching, really, 
as I was taking stock of my successes and failures and trying to figure out how I could 
be a better teacher the following year, I just started grad school. 

About the middle of May, my principal left me a note in my box, said that he 
wanted to see me.  Of course, my immediate thought was that I was in trouble.  
However, when I finally got an appointment with him, his first question to me was, Bob, 
what do you know about Paideia?  And as a matter of fact, I had a fellow classmate do 
a presentation a week before on the Paideia Philosophy, and so I answered his 
question like I knew what I was talking about. 

He seemed satisfied with the answer and told me that he was going to team me 
up with a world history teacher.  He was going to give us some money, and we were 
going to build an interdisciplinary Paideia program with world history and world literature 
at our school.  And with that began, well, really, my educational and philosophical 
journey that still continues with me today almost 25 years later. 

So that being said, I’m very, very excited to bring this particular type of teaching 
and learning to you, and I hope that this is a worthwhile, fulfilling training, that it will 
spark your interest, give you enough background knowledge to do some researching, 
some attempting, some trying on your own.  And we will follow this up with several other 
trainings designed to support you in your teaching of thinking, speaking, reading, 
writing, and listening in all content areas, Ladies and Gentlemen, across all the 
Commonwealth classrooms here in Pennsylvania. 



That being said, let’s start our presentation.  Of course, PaTTAN’s mission in 
Pennsylvania is to support the efforts initiatives of the Bureau of Special Ed and to build 
the capacity of local educational agencies to serve students who receive special 
education services.  Pennsylvania Department of Education’s commitment to the least 
restrictive environment has a goal of ensuring that each child has an individualized 
education program, and their teams meet with general education settings and use 
supplementary aids and services before considering a more restrictive environment. 

As another interesting and important public service announcement, part of the 
idea of a Socratic Seminar involves a deep planning.  And with that in mind, I think it’s 
always important to remind both special ed teachers, regular ed teachers, and anybody 
involved in curriculum instruction, about the importance of Universal Design for Learning 
guidelines when you’re planning and delivering your curriculum. 

UDL, as you know, is a set of principles for curriculum development that gives all 
individuals equal access and opportunities to learn, and it provides a blueprint for 
creating flexible approaches that can be customized and adjusted to fit the individual’s 
needs.  And with the Socratic Seminar, especially, the pre-seminar, post-seminar, and 
during the actual seminar, these opportunities for these principals exist.  So I’d like to 
encourage you to take some time to further your exploration of the Universal Design for 
Learning guidelines.  

Now today, we’re going to start off with a brief presentation about the framing 
philosophy with which Socratic Seminar is implemented and philosophy called Paideia.  
This has been around for quite some time, and it is, again, the framework, the 
scaffolding, in which the Socratic Seminar falls.  And more than anything else, it’s a 
solid, concrete structure that supports and frames, as well as scaffolds, teaching and 
learning in classrooms. 

So very briefly, I’d like to cover some of this with you to establish a philosophical 
background.  One of the essential texts for this is Mortimer J. Adler’s The Paideia 
Program.  We will be talking about this text.  We’ll be referring to it.  And you’ll find it in 
the list of suggested readings for you.  But everything you’d like to know about the 
Paideia Program, with the depth that you would need to really think about how you plan 
and deliver teaching and learning in your classrooms can be found in this particular text.  
It was a groundbreaking text.  We’ll talk more about it in just a little bit. 

Let’s start then with the background for the Socratic Seminar training.  Now the 
word Paideia is from the Greek paideusis, relating to the upbringing of a child, in an 
extended sense, the humanities, or humanitas, which humanities is derived.  In short, 
the philosophy of Paideia is a classical approach really regarding the comprehensive 
learning that should be in the possession of all human beings.  We’re not talking about 
just some, not just talking about a few, but we’re talking about all human beings, and 
that’s very, very important. 

The Paideia Group was led by Mortimer J. Adler, Paideia’s original thinker and 
philosopher.  And he joined with a diverse cadre of educators and intellectuals to form 
the Paideia Group in 1982.  If you don’t know who Mortimer J. Adler is, Ladies and 
Gentlemen, then you should google the man.  And what you will find is probably one of 
the last great American thinkers and philosophers, in my opinion, that has existed.  He 
was a prolific author. 



He was an incredible humanist and gained much fame for a number of the texts 
he wrote, as well as being Chairman of the Board of Encyclopedia Britannica, which, in 
pre-Internet time, was our sort of . . . Magnum Google.  Now from a background 
philosophy, what is Paideia?  You have classical influences, Socrates and Greek 
philosophers . . . Jefferson, Mann, and John Dewey, whose work is as fresh today as it 
was when he first published it, as well as other great humanists, essentialists, and 
classical thinkers. 

The Paideia program and the group was led by Adler, published three important 
books.  The first was The Paideia Proposal in 1982, which talked about a change that 
needs to happen in American education.  The Paideia Problems and Possibilities, 1983, 
which explored how to change education and the problems with . . . and then The 
Paideia Program in 1984, which was basically an educational syllabus. 

So these are groundbreaking works.  And again, this one has been close to me 
for a long, long time, The Paideia Program, which outlines Adler’s vision, as well as the 
vision of the Paideia Group.  And again, this is a cadre of diverse educators from all 
across the country. 

Here’s our friend Mortimer J. Adler.  He’s a very serious-looking fellow.  And I’d 
like for you to get a sense of where Adler was coming from by experiencing him in his 
own words.  And I have two short clips that I’d like to share right now, the first one on 
what I call Mortimer, You’re a Smart Guy.  These clips are interviews with Charles 
VanDoren.  Charles VanDoren was a professor at Columbia and editor at the 
Encyclopedia Britannica, as well as a prolific author. 

He was also famously known for the, or portrayed in the movie Quiz Game, 
about the scandal involving Quiz Game participants in the late 1950s, so just a little bit 
of information for you history buffs.  Let’s take a look at what Adler has to say.   
 
[Begin video] 
 
VANDOREN:  Mortimer, you're a smart guy.  Why does it take you so long to read? 
 
ADLER:  Well, it sometimes takes me long, and sometimes a short time to read a book.  
I can read ten books in one day, in the sense of inspecting them, finding out what 
they're about, and putting them on my shelf for future reference . . .  
 
VANDOREN:  And deciding whether you want to read them or not. 
 
ADLER:  . . . read them carefully or not.  But as, just as I can read ten books in one day, 
sometimes it takes me ten days to read one book, or even longer than ten days, 
because I'm really working at it.  I'm trying to make that book part of myself.  I'm trying to 
find out everything it says and understand everything it means and think about and 
criticize what I've learned from it.  And when I do that, I'm working.  I'm not just sitting 
back in the chair idly.  I'm not about to go to sleep. 
 
[End video] 
 



ROBERT ALEXANDER:  Adler makes a great point there about working while he’s 
reading, and the idea that reading a book, or reading in general, is hard work because 
it’s thinking work.  And that’s one of the focuses of the seminar is the ability we have to, 
or the ability that the seminar gives to force our students to think by facilitating them in 
the thinking process.  Adler also talks, in a separate piece of this interview, about how to 
read a book.  Let’s take a look at that clip very quickly. 
 
[Begin video] 
 
ADLER:  Now, you know, if you followed me in this distinction between reading for 
amusement or entertainment, relaxation, and reading just for information, on the one 
hand, and reading for understanding or deepening your mind, acquiring insight, lifting 
your mind up from a lower level to a higher level, then I think it's terribly important for 
each of us, for everyone, to find a number of books that are over their heads.  Because 
if a person reads only books that are on the level of his head, he can't lift his head up.  
It's the books that are over one's head, the books which one only partially understands 
at first, and must work at to understand more, that can possibly elevate you . . . with 
things at your level or below your level. 
 
VANDOREN:  You can't chin yourself on a bar that's below your . . .  
 
ADLER:  Yeah, but most people say that's over my head as if that immediately 
dismisses it.  On the contrary.  What's over your head you should go after. 
 
VANDOREN:  If you pick up a book, and you find it's too tough for you, you shouldn't 
throw it aside.  I mean, that's what you're looking for.  You should be happy when you 
find a book that's too hard for you, because that's a book that you can grow with.  That's 
a book that you can lift yourself up with. 
 
ADLER:  And the art of reading consists of knowing how to do just that. 
 
VANDOREN:  Right. 
 
ADLER:  The art of reading, I'd like to say, consists in having the skills required for 
lifting your mind up with a book, nothing but a book in your hand, from understanding 
less to understanding more. 
 
[End video] 
 
ROBERT ALEXANDER:  I think what Adler, well, actually what both Adler and 
VanDoren have to say there is important, two things.  First of all, VanDoren makes a 
note that you can’t chain yourself on a low bar.  That’s why it’s important for you, 
especially in reading and as teachers of thinking, reading, writing, speaking, and 
listening, to challenge your students with difficult texts, building them to that level where 
they’re pulling themselves from their state of, as Adler says, understanding less to 
understanding more. 



 So philosophically, you can kind of get a feel where Adler and members of the 
Paideia Group were coming from.  When they first started, they established Paideia 
principles.  And basically, they were 12 firm beliefs that this group of educators had 
about education and about teaching and learning.  Briefly take a look at these.  And as 
you do, perhaps ask yourself, do these apply to you?  And if not, can they apply to you?  
They’re very, very basic, in some ways very, very simple.  But yet sometimes we find 
great depth in the simplest things. 
 First of all, all children can learn, that all children deserve the same quality of 
schooling, not just the same quantity, which is very, very important.  Think about that 
one, that the quality of schooling that children are entitled to is what the best and the 
wisest parents would wish for their own children.  Therefore, the best education for the 
best is the best education for all.  And schooling, at its best, is a preparation for 
becoming generally educated in the course of your entire lifetime. 
 And schools really should be judged on how well they provide for such a 
preparation.  There are three callings for schooling to prepare Americans, first of all, to 
earn a decent livelihood.  Secondly, to be a good citizen of the nation and the world and 
to make good life for one’s self.  And when we get right down to it, you know, that’s the 
essence of our human existence.  And that’s what this group advocated. 
 Three types of teaching should be focused on the acquisition of organized 
knowledge, the formation of habits of skills and of use of language, mathematics, and, 
of course, the sciences, and the growth of the mind’s understanding of basic issues and 
ideas. 
 The primary cause of learning really is the activity of the learner’s own mind, 
sometimes with the help of a teacher or a secondary or cooperative cause.  But I’ve 
always found this principle to be especially compelling for me because that’s what 
happens.  When real learning occurs, a teacher or a student has done something to 
activate their mind.  When that activation occurs, then learning happens. 

That there isn’t just one type of teaching, that being a straight, didactic instruction 
with the teacher in front of the class, as the sage on the stage, telling students what 
they need to know while students copiously take notes and dictating.  But other, really, 
there’s three types of teaching.  There is a time for didactic teaching subject matter.  But 
more importantly, there should be much, much more time devoted to coaching students 
in the skills of learning and the Socratic questioning through a seminar discussion. 

That the student’s achievement of these results will be evaluated solely on that 
student’s competencies, both when they start diagnostically and when they finish 
formatively.  Here’s another one that I think is very, very important, that the principal of 
the school should never just be a mere administrator, but should be really considered 
the leading teacher and be engaged in helping the school’s staff with planning, 
reforming, and reorganizing the school as an educational community.  The principal is 
the instructional leader. 

And that the principal and faculty of a school should be, themselves, actively 
engaged in learning on an ongoing basis.  The desire to continue their own learning 
should be the primary motivation of those who dedicate their lives to the profession of 
teaching.  We are, Ladies and Gentlemen, lifelong learners.  And Adler, as well as the 
members of the Paideia Group, stressed that to its utmost important, that we don’t start 



learning and that every day brings a new learning adventure for us.  And that’s very, 
very important. 

Terry Roberts is the Director of the National Paideia Center, along with Laura 
Billings, who is the Co-Director of the National Center.  Now the National Paideia Center 
was established at the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, 1988, by Mortimer J. 
Adler.  The purpose there was to carry out the work of the Paideia Group.  And once I 
heard Terry speak, and in the course of that conversation, he made a great point, that 
the idea of Paideia is not just an educational philosophy, but really, we’re talking about a 
way of life, a comprehensive way of life that extends to all elements of your existence. 

So that’s where these folks were coming from with their 12 Paideia principles.  
Visually, again, they stressed that there are three modes of instruction, the first mode 
being didactic instruction, that is, the acquisition of knowledge.  Ten to 15% of your 
teaching should be strictly didactic, delivered in such a way that the students will 
remember the learning experience.  Sixty to 70% should be your coaching skills.  And 
then another 15% to 20% should be Socratic Seminar or seminar-style teaching. 

The didactic mode of instruction deals with an oral presentation that teaches 
through telling.  You want to elicit active listening, so you’ve got to plan a presentation 
that’s going to sustain and attract the attention of participants.  Sometimes I like to call it 
a presentation that has some smoke and mirrors, that is, something that’s going to grab 
a student, something that’s going to find, a student is going to find interesting, and it’s 
going to compel them to want to listen to you. 

A lot of people can lecture, but it really is a skill to condense your information into 
a didactic chunk and present it in such a way that it activates an elicit act of listening 
response, and it attains and it attracts attention. 

Coaching is the next thing, mode of instruction.  That is the development of 
intellectual skills, skills learned by reading, writing, speaking, listening, calculating, 
thinking, experimenting, so on and so forth.  Ladies and Gentlemen, this is the grunt 
work of classroom education.  Sometimes it might include some drill and kill.  
Sometimes it includes small group work.  Sometimes it includes one-on-one, individual 
instruction. 

But like any athletic team, the coaching aspect is important because this is where 
practice occurs.  This is where you are drilled.  This is where you are coached.  This is 
where you are assessed formatively, where you can build your competencies and move 
from a level to a level.  This, my friends, is the biggest chunk of what we should have in 
our classrooms. 

The third mode of instruction then is the Socratic Seminar.  We’ll talk more about 
its specific definition in the seminar, but we’re talking about conversations that are 
conducted in an orderly manner by a teacher acting as the leader or the moderator.  
Conversations revolve around a text of some sort, which we’ll talk about as we get more 
into the presentation. 

That, in a nutshell, is the Paideia Philosophy.  Again, if you’re interested in that 
particular philosophy, then I would take some time to read The Paideia Program by 
Mortimer J. Adler with essays by the group. 

Now what I would like you to do as students and lifelong learners is I would like 
you to take a few moments to read an article that is linked here on the PowerPoint.  It’s 
called Thinking is Literacy, Literacy Thinking by Terry Roberts and Laura Billings from 



the National Paideia Center.  This particular article was in Educational Leadership in 
February 2008. 

And I’d like you to read this article and think of it as a frame for what we’re going 
to be discussing and talking about here.  It’s a very short article, but it really gives a firm 
definition of what the National Paideia folks believe that thinking is and how the Socratic 
Seminar connects to that particular thinking. 

As you read this particular article, I have about ten questions here that I’d like 
you to think about during the course of the article and perhaps to take a few notes on 
when you finish.  And again, the purpose of this article, and it’s an excellent article, 
Ladies and Gentlemen, is to help you frame your thinking as we move into part two, 
which will be the, really, nuts and bolts of this particular presentation on the Socratic 
Seminar. So with that in mind, I will leave you to your own for a few moments.  Read the 
article, enjoy, take a look at the questions, and be prepared to move on. 

Okay.  Welcome back, everybody.  How about that article, huh?  Good stuff.  I 
hope that you had an opportunity to really think about it, take a look at the questions, 
and get a feel for where the folks, especially of the National Paideia Center, are coming 
with the development of the seminar and the idea of teaching thinking, folks, because 
really, what it all boils down to, a big chunk of what we’re talking about here, and what 
we’re trying to do and achieve here, is teaching students to think, to teach them to think 
creatively, to teach them to think critically and with higher order of thinking skills 
embedded in. 

So let’s move on, okay.  Outcomes for our time together, our goals generally are, 
first of all, to focus on what a Socratic Seminar is and, to a degree, what it’s not, to talk 
about implementing a Socratic Seminar, conducting the seminars, assessing the 
seminars, and some connections in resources along with the seminars.  Other 
outcomes, what happens when we use the Socratic Seminar?  Well, first of all, we 
talked about this already. 

We’re focusing on higher-order thinking skills.  We like to make and oftentimes 
have an opportunity to cross-curricular connections, increased reading comprehension, 
ground zero formative assessment, 21st Century future core ready, and common core 
instruction, and of course increasing understanding, first of all in the texts, in the ideas 
and values that surround the text, ourselves, and in others with whom we discuss that 
text. 

And of course, we want to reinforce and refine our Pennsylvania reading, writing, 
speaking, and listening skills, a job that every single teacher across the Commonwealth 
is responsible for, and reinforcing and refining social skills, because there’s a very 
important and interesting social aspect to the Socratic Seminar as well.  So those are 
some of the things that we hope to accomplish with our exploration of the Socratic 
Seminar. 

First, let’s talk about a little folklore.  I have a couple questions for you.  Do you 
know why there’s a seminar named after Socrates?  Also, why did questioning 
ultimately get Socrates sentenced to death?  And our bonus question, what was 
Socrates’ last words?  However, before we get to those answers, I would like to share a 
small clip with you to sort of frame the character of Socrates from one of my favorite 
movies, Bill and Ted’s Excellent Adventure.  So if you will, please take a moment to take 
this lighthearted approach to Socrates. 



 
[Begin video] 
 
MAN:  Ah [speaking in foreign language] Socrates [speaking in foreign language] 
Socrates [speaking in foreign language] Socrates. 
 
MEN:  Socrates.   
 
MAN:  Hey, we know that name? 
 
MAN:  Yeah.  Hey, look him up.  Oh, it's under So-crates. 
 
MAN:  Oh, yeah.  So-crates, the only true wisdom consists in knowing that you know 
nothing.  That's us, dude. 
 
MAN:  Oh, yeah. 
 
MAN:  Let's bag him. 
 
MAN:  Yeah. 
 
MAN:  [speaking in foreign language] 
 
MAN:  How's it going?  I'm Bill.  This is Ted.  We're from the future. 
 
MAN:  Socrates, hmm. 
 
MAN:  Now what? 
 
MAN:  I don't know.  Philosophize with him. 
 
MAN:  All we are is dust in the wind, dude.  Dust, wind, dude. 
 
MAN:  Ahh, ahh [speaking in foreign language]. 
 
MAN:  Let's get out of here, dude. 
 
[End video] 
 
ROBERT ALEXANDER:  I hope you enjoyed that little clip.  I always get a kick out of it, 
and I think it’s a lighthearted way to sort of frame the idea of Socrates as a man.  First of 
all, Socrates was seeking the answers to the bigger questions in life.  And that was 
important to him.  And his original pupils were quick learners.  Socrates would spend his 
time in the Agora, and he would question people. 
 And his big thing, of course, was that he knew that he knew nothing.  However, 
because he knew that he knew nothing, he tried to find people who thought that they 



knew something.  What he quickly found out as he questioned people is that people 
pretended that they knew something when they really didn’t know anything or more than 
he did.  And then he would point out to them why they knew nothing, which got people 
upset. 
 Now there were some young dudes hanging around the Agora back in the day, 
cads like Plato.  They were young, rich Athenians.  And they would trip out on this old 
geezer, Socrates, who would make all of the folks get flustered and angry and mad.  
And they saw that all he was really doing was questioning them and pointing out to 
them that their answers were wrong and supporting that with great philosophical detail. 
 Well, again, because they were quick learners, they started doing the same thing 
themselves.  Unfortunately, the Greek authorities, I guess that’s the word I’m looking 
for, the Greek authorities did not appreciate the fact that there were a bunch of young 
boys going around telling people with authority that they really didn’t know anything. 

And so eventually, Socrates was taken to court on trumped up charges and was 
forced to drink hemlock as a death penalty, that being, of course, his last words, I drank 
what?  And of course, we don’t really know that for sure.  But you know where to find 
more information about Socrates. 

However, it’s his form of dialogue and his form of questioning that brings us and 
gives us the name Socratic Seminar.  With that in mind, let’s talk for a second about the 
Socratic Seminar and how it fits into the Pennsylvania standards.  There’s a great quote 
here by Horace Mann, that the best education for the best is the best education for all.  
Keep in mind that we’re talking about thinking, reading, writing, speaking, and listening 
for all students. 

So when it comes to Pennsylvania standards, a couple things that I need to call 
your attention to.  First of all, here’s a copy of the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy Table.  
Bloom’s was revised by Dr. Lauren Anderson, and some members of the original 
Bloom’s group, to make it a more fresh and living document. 

One of the things that they did was make him switch . . . upbringing, create up to 
the highest level, getting rid of synthesize, but also recognizing that this is a two-
dimensional . . . that there’s a knowledge dimension that students bring that includes 
factual knowledge, conceptual knowledge, procedural knowledge, and metacognitive 
knowledge, and that we need to realize as teachers that each of these is important to 
the complete, well-rounded development of students. 

That is, we work our way across the cognitive process domain.  Of course, we 
want to get to those higher levels, after application, analyzation, evaluation, and, of 
course, create being the ultimate, or the highest that we want to go, bringing something 
out of new. 

Revised Bloom sort of connects with Web’s depth of knowledge with 
Pennsylvania . . . especially to align itself and crosswalk to the common core.  And you 
can basically see that Web and the revised Bloom kind of coordinate on this particular 
level right here, that recall, remember, the skill concept, understanding, apply, and then 
strategic and extended thinking really is, you know, the analyze, evaluate, create 
categories of Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy. 

Again, I was a high school English teacher for many years.  And keeping in mind 
both the PSSAs and the Keystones, especially let’s take a look at the Keystone 
Literature Performance Descriptors, and we can see, you know, here are the categories 



and what we’re asking students to do and where those questions fall based on an 
analyzation.  And at the higher levels, we’re looking for students to analyze, interpret, 
evaluate, and eventually, in one way, form, or fashion, to create. 

But we do these thinking about author’s purpose, word meaning, meaning of text, 
connections between texts, elements of literature, genres, text organization, facts and 
opinion, bias and propaganda, sequence, essential and nonessential information.  
These are things that are important across all content levels. 

And we want to get our students pushing to that high level of analyzation, where 
we move them to the higher levels in revised Bloom’s.  So then where does the seminar 
fit?  This is what I’ve seen over my experiences as a consultant in the State of North 
Carolina for many years, and also as a consultant here in the State of Pennsylvania.  
I’ve had the opportunity to get into a lot of classrooms.  And unfortunately, when it 
comes to what I actually see in classrooms, taking into account that it’s just a snapshot 
on any particular given day, some trends do tend to emerge. 

What I see is a whole lot of didactic instruction in classrooms.  I’d say oftentimes, 
anywhere between 60% to 80% of what I observe in a classroom is a teacher talking at 
the students.  I see very little coaching in my observations, and I see even less 
seminar-type activities. 

And to try and expand on the definition of seminar, I sort of broaden it out to, 
what I was looking for there is student-driven discussion, free-floating conversation, 
some examinations rigorously of text, meaningful dialogue, any type of masterful 
questioning, and dialogic instruction, that is, instruction that is driven by dialogue and 
teacher’s questioning.  I don’t see a whole lot of that.  And so I know that it’s happening, 
but I also know that there’s a lot more room for it in the State of Pennsylvania, and that’s 
what we’re working here. 

And that’s why you’re here, Ladies and Gentlemen, right now, because you’re 
interested in taking it in a different direction.  And I laud you for your efforts, and I 
continue to encourage you to move forward.  Speaking of which, let’s do the same.  
What is the seminar?  We’ve got a couple definitions here that we can talk about. 

Adler says that it’s a mode of teaching, asking questions, leading discussions, 
helping raise students’ minds up from a state of understanding, of appreciating less, to 
understand or appreciating more, an increase in understanding and comprehension, 
Ladies and Gentlemen.  Here’s our friend again.  He also continued, he calls it a formal 
discussion based on a text in which the reader asks open-ended questions.  That’s 
very, very important. 

It’s discussion and, to a degree, it’s free-floating talk, some teacher-directed, but 
not teacher-led talk, not the teacher talking 70% of the time.  And here’s another great 
quote by Adler, the mode of teaching by asking questions, leading discussions, raising 
the state up, very, very important.  Now the National Paideia Center, after about ten or 
so years of work in this particular area . . . really started to bring a tightening to the 
definition of what the seminar was and, to a degree, calling it the Paideia Seminar, but 
in essence, Socratic. 

First of all, and they sort of focused on this definition of it’s a collaborative, 
intellectual dialogue facilitated with open-ended questions about a text.  So from a 
standpoint of what it is, this is what we can say that it is.  What is the purpose of the 



seminar?  It’s to increase understanding, that’s the bottom line, understanding of textual 
ideas and values, as well as the understanding of yourself and others. 

And as you probably found in the article on Thinking is Literacy, Literacy 
Thinking, this seminar is designed to improve an individual’s ability to explain and 
manipulate complex systems, which I’m sure jumped out at you when you read that 
particular article.  What happens in the seminar?  What are our goals?  Well, there’s two 
goals.  There’s an intellectual development goal, and there’s a social development goal, 
both of which are equally important, K-12, in every content area. 

Intellectually critical thinking, understanding, application, analysis, evaluation, 
creation, and then the social development, which is very, very important.  
Communication skills, including listening and speaking and reading and writing, as well 
as thinking and articulating that thinking, and focusing on the reading, writing, speaking, 
listening standards.  So when you’re planning a seminar, this is what you’re looking to 
do. 

Objectives, what will they do?  They’ll practice intellectual skills by analyzing 
ideas and values in the text, support and practice discourse, support and practice 
discourse, and listen actively and respond respectfully.  So we’ve got a two-pronged 
approach to reading, writing, speaking, and listening here, which is very, very important.  
Here’s the thing, let me just talk about this for a second.   

To a lot of teachers, using something like the Socratic Seminar is scary, like, oh, 
and the reason it’s like that is because basically, this is a student-driven element.  You 
write the questions.  You direct the seminar.  But it depends upon what the students do 
as to what really happens in that seminar.  And I taught for 20 years.  I know, we’re 
control freaks. 

We believe, teachers do that is, that if students are going to learn something, it 
has to come from us.  We’re very, very hesitant to let things sort of slip into their hands 
because we’re afraid that the inmates might take over, so on and so forth, all those 
negative connotations that we deal with. 

But the truth of the matter really is that if you give students the opportunity and 
you have expectations, they are dying to take control of their own education.  And so 
there’s a shift in thinking here, if you’re using the Socratic Seminar, from being the sage 
on the stage to really becoming a guide on the side and becoming an equal with the 
students. 

A lot of times, I like to say that when you sit down as a seminar leader at a 
circular table, our role is kind of just like the students.  We’re all dogs trying to scrape 
and find that bone.  Sometimes it’s easy, sometimes it’s difficult, but through our shared 
and our common experiences, we learn how to survive.  And that’s a crucial, basic, 
primal element to the Socratic Seminar that I absolutely love and makes me excited and 
happy. 

Other things to consider.  As you plan a seminar, is this about helping students 
master the seminar process?  The social skills necessary to engage in civil dialogue, 
Ladies and Gentlemen, this is not easy stuff.  It’s not easy.  But social skill development 
is also a part of what we do as teachers, and teaching students how to interact in a civil 
way, back with discourse and logic and reason, based upon what they’ve learned, what 
they feel, what they’ve experienced, so on and so forth, so keep that in mind.  Again, 
that’s part of that process. 



Then there’s the idea of curriculum.  Do you intend for the seminar to teach a 
specific curriculum?  Will it be a part of the unit at the beginning, at the middle, at the 
end?  Is it going to address issues of ethics or character?  And then the idea of 
frequency of seminars, how often.  I can jump on that question right up front.  How often 
should you have a seminar?  As much as possible.  How often should you lead 
seminars?  As much as possible. 

If I was to give you a number, and again, this is just me talking, you know, you 
want to try to have a minimum of one seminar every two weeks, preferable one a week, 
or preferably several a week, the more the merrier.  Because the more you do it, the 
more opportunity you have to practice as a facilitator and the more opportunities the 
students have to practice as lifelong learners, and we all practice that together.  We’ll 
talk more about that. 

There is a seven-step seminar planning sequence when you are getting ready to 
teach or to use the Socratic Seminar.  A lot of times, people just think, oh, I come in, I 
got some questions, I sit down, we have a discussion.  Well, yes, but mostly no.  It’s a 
little bit more complicated in an organized, structural, and schematic type of way.  The 
steps include clarifying your objectives.  Why are you teaching the seminar?  What’s it 
going to do. 

Secondly, identifying the ideas or values, selecting the text, writing the questions.  
Ladies and Gentlemen, this is very, very, very important.  One of the observations, my 
own observations, hinge around the fact that a lot of times, teachers could become 
more effective by asking better questions.  Constructing content, both pre-seminar 
content and post-seminar content.  Establishing pre-seminar process and post-seminar 
process, as well as reflection. 

Now very quickly, I have here a seminar plan template.  All these handouts that 
will be embedded in the presentation today will also be found at the National Paideia 
Center’s home site, www.paideia.org.  We’ll visit that site towards the end of the 
presentation.  However, let’s take a quick look at a seminar plan template. 

All right, here’s a seminar basic plan template.  You can see the title for the text, 
the listing of ideas and values, I’ll get to that in a second, pre-seminar, what content is 
happening before this particular text, what process are you going to use for seminar 
discussion, then your questioning, your opening, your core, your closing, your 
post-seminar process, which is assessing what happened in the individual and group 
participation, as well as the content, which is the extended application of the textual 
ideas.  So just a little bit of a planning tool for you there. 

 Now what are the actual components of a Socratic Seminar?  There’s really four 
primary components of the seminar when you look at that in its individuality, that is, first 
of all, the seminar text, secondly, the questions that you write, third, the seminar 
facilitation, that is, how you conduct and lead the seminar, and lastly, participation, 
getting the students to participate and engage in the discussion.  We’re going to take a 
look at each of these components individually and put a face to the, starting with text 
selection, which I think is a great place for us to begin. 

Now a couple things.  First of all, your public service announcement is, text 
selection is that curriculum, is your road map.  And the text that you select obviously 
has to have a direct relation to your curriculum.  Now that doesn’t limit you in any way, 
form, or fashion.  That just gives you a framework and a scaffolding from which to work.  



Other things that are important to think about, ideas and values.  I’d like to show you 
something.  The National Paideia Center has got a list of ideas and values to start with.  
They can be found in the Paideia Seminar Training Manual. 

I’d like to go to the document camera for just a second, okay.  And you can take 
a look at what I’m talking about by ideas and values for discussion.  These are, and by 
no means, I’ll show you an example of some other lists, these are some of the 
conceptual themes that are cross-curricular and apply to almost any text or work of 
literature that you’re exploring.  If you get a little bit of a closer look on this, let me focus 
in, you can see some of these ideas and values for discussion.   

Generally, you’re looking about three to five ideas and values that are 
conceptually able to transfer to all of your disciplines.  That is, they are conceptual 
lenses or ideas, things like labor, knowledge, justice, love, logic, medicine, memory, 
mind, duty, education, desire, temperance, theology, time, science, rhetoric, revolution, 
and the list goes on and on and on. 

If you just type in classic themes, for example, and we’ll switch back to an 
Internet connection here, for example, here at about.com, you can find 101 common 
book themes.  And again, you’ll see some of the same particular themes there, 
ambition, beauty, change, chaos and order, character, evils of racism, beauty again, 
faith versus doubt, family, fate and free will, fear of failure, fulfillment, good versus bad, 
so on and so forth. 

So no matter what the text is, no matter what discipline you are in, there are 
relevant themes and ideas that should be identified.  These are the ideas and values 
that will be the focus of whatever the text is.  They conceptually transfer across 
curriculums.  Other things to look at is the degree of challenge.  When you start as a 
seminar leader and using seminars, you might not choose texts that are particularly 
challenging.  But the idea then is, over the course of time, to build students so that as 
we go back to what Adler said, they are attending themselves on that higher bar. 

Curricular relevance is important.  How does it go back to the curriculum?  And 
there’s got to be a little bit of ambiguity in a text that you’re choosing.  That’s very, very 
important.  It just can’t be a yes-or-no type of text.  There’s got to be some ambiguity 
and room for discussion.  A note about texts, when we talk about a text, we’re talking 
about a tangible item or document appropriate for their current level of intellectual and 
social development. 

It’s important that the text is tangible, meaning touchable, in some way, form, or 
fashion, for common reference during a seminar.  But they can be both print and 
non-print texts.  That’s very, very important.  As you take a look at this particular slide, 
and here’s just an example of some of the things that texts can be, a palm, a painting, a 
chart or a graph, a short story, an essay, a word problem, a map or a diagram, a 
sculpture. 

Even you can use films, which is suggested, as long as you focus on some 
particular piece of dialogue in the film, or section of the film, with dialogue that you can 
use as a tangible element.  And the list goes on.  I’ve read articles about teachers who 
have used, for example, the text being the 12-inch ruler.  A lot of teachers will be very 
innovative in their use of text, keeping in mind that it just needs to be a tangible element 
that everybody can refer back to during the course of the discussion. 



Here’s a great quote here by Jack(?) Barzone(?).  The first feature of a classic is 
its thickness, not referring to the width of the book, but rather to the density of its 
discourse.  Much is going on in every paragraph.  So you can have a text that’s just a 
couple of paragraphs long that really can pack a punch, Ladies and Gentlemen.  The 
challenge is finding a good text. 

Now think about these things.  Look for texts that deconstruct the truth.  Consider 
the polar opposites to the texts you select.  Those texts that say life is both yin and 
yang, dark and light, look for those particular elements.  There is a text selection rubric 
that I will refer to back at the end of the . . . because I don’t have it hyperlinked here, I 
apologize for that. 

However, all of these forms are, again, are available at the National Paideia 
Center.  But there’s a text selection rubric for you there that will help you discern 
whether or not this is a good text for a Socratic Seminar.  Text structure, organization, 
and orientation.  Now this, Ladies and Gentlemen, is very, very important.  When 
possible, provide texts that students can write on and personalize, even if it’s in pencil.  
As a part of the seminar cycle, preferably pre-seminar, have students number the lines, 
the paragraphs, the sections, so on and so forth. 

This is important because text structure is the baseline, grassroots, bottom-bar 
level of understanding what a text is, why it’s laid out the way it is, why authors chose a 
particular type of organization.  So numbering and structuring the text, also for common 
reference, is important.  So keep that in mind.  

Okay.  We talked about text selection just a little bit.  Let’s talk about the seminar 
questions for just a moment, because, obviously, they are the things that drive the 
Socratic discussion.  Now some information about seminar questions.  First of all, the 
questions need to be open ended, in that they are questions written to elicit many 
correct responses, if it’s just a yes, just a no.  We’re not really going anywhere with that.  
So keep that in mind as you construct your questions. 

The questions are designed to elicit student thinking, and they should be clear.  
That’s very, very important.  Participants should understand what is being asked.  And 
often, clarity comes with simplicity in just a few words.  So don’t load your questions 
down with language.  Try to keep them very simple.  Make them stick so that students 
can understand what it is that they’re being asked to explore. 

There are three types of seminar questions in your typical Socratic-style seminar.  
You have your opening questions to get participants to identify the main ideas in the 
text.  Then you have your core questions, where you have participants closely analyze 
the details of your text.  And then your closing questions, getting participants to 
personalize and to apply the ideas. 

Typically, in your average Socratic Seminar, based upon the length and 
complexity of the text, you’re usually looking at one to two opening questions, three to 
five core questions, and usually around one or two closing questions.  Those numbers 
are not written in concrete.  However, it sort of gives you an idea of where you’re 
working in an average seminar. 

Something to think about here, and this is very, very important, often, maybe 
always, the best and the most important questions that you’re going to ask at a seminar 
are not the questions that you write.  Rather, they’re the questions that come out of the, 
they’re the unplanned questions that arise from the participants’ dialogue, that when it 



gets right down to it, this ends up being the bulk of the questions.  There is a term for 
that, myutik(?), having to do with, well, actually, midwifery and the idea that part of your 
job is to help give birth to answers and thus form these type of questions. 

So as a seminar leader, what you have to remember is that, you know, you’re 
just not sitting there asking questions.  You are constantly, constantly on the go, on the 
move, mentally doing something.  This is really thinking on your feet.  You are 
moderating.  You’re examining questions.  You’re clarifying what students say.  You are 
listening and looking for opportunities to ask those miotic(?) questions.  You are keeping 
a note of who’s responding, who’s not responding.  You’re mapping the dialogue, so on 
and so forth. 

But of all these things that happens, really, one of the most demanding mental 
aspects for a teacher of the Socratic Seminar is the miotic questioning and thinking of, 
paying attention to, and then asking at the right time those questions that arise out of 
the dialogue.  So keep that in mind. 

One of the things that you can do is anticipate which questions might arise, but 
then again, the beauty of the seminar, because it’s very, very organic within itself, is you 
never really know exactly where your initial questionings are going to take students, or 
once they start discussing texts, where they’re going to go.  That’s why you have got to 
have your A game on, folks, when you are a seminar leader.  We’ll talk more about that. 

Remember, questions need to be open ended.  They need to be thought 
provoking.  And they need to be clear.  I suggest keeping a copy of Revised Bloom’s 
Taxonomy around with lots of ways to ask these type of questions.  Also available at 
National Paideia is a generic seminar questioning planning form.  Let’s take a look at 
that very quickly because I think this is something that can help you. 

Here are generic stock question roots for you to take a look at, opening 
questions, for example.  What word or phrase is most important?  What might be 
another good title for this?  This is always one of my favorite opening questions as a 
round robin.  Give this work another title.  Then I have everybody go around the room 
and give their title, their alternative title, perhaps ask students to vote on, you know, 
several that they think are the best ones.  Then open the floor up to asking the students 
why they chose a particular title. 

Or do you agree or disagree with the main idea or value in this text?  Once again, 
going back to those values, which are very important.  You core questions, according to 
the text, what does the term or phrase mean, which opens things up for interpretation.  
In what ways are blank and blank alike or different?  What is the difference between this 
and that?  How do you think this was viewed by that?  Do you agree, disagree with this 
statement?  Again, just some examples or stems for you, if you will. 

And then closing questions.  What are the consequences or implications of this 
text or discussion?  How do the ideas in the text relate to today, which is always one of 
my favorites because it’s all about relevancy and making what students are reading 
relevant to what’s happening not only in their lives, but in the lives of the school 
community, the community in which you live, your larger community, and then going 
global. 

What if blank happened or were true instead of blank?  So there’s just a quick 
example for you of some core questions.  This takes practice, Ladies and Gentlemen.  
There’s no possible way, and this is something we’ll address in future training, but 



there’s no way that I can just wave some magic Socratic dust and you’ll write the right 
questions.  It’s got to happen over time.  You have to be patient.  You have to practice. 

And remember that a lot of times, you’re taking baby steps here because often, 
when you’re doing something you haven’t done before, failure usually becomes the first 
thing that we learn from as we move step by step forward to eventually being 
successful. 

Let’s talk about seminar facilitation next.  What does it take to be a seminar 
leader?  Even more important, what does it take to be a good seminar leader?  And off 
the top, before I even get to the slide, I’m going to say this, is that you have to be willing 
to relinquish control to the organic nature of the seminar and what happens within the 
discussion. 

You know yourself, based on all discussions that you’ve had in the course of your 
life, that people don’t agree on things and that they all take a life of their own, based 
upon the circumstances, based upon who’s in the seminar, based upon the questions, 
so on and so forth. 

But the point is this, that it takes practice, lots and lots of practice, to become an 
accomplished seminar facilitator.  I’d like to think, as Terry Roberts has said before, that 
I’m a better seminar leader/facilitator than I was ten years ago.  I’d like to think that I’m a 
better seminar leader/facilitator than I was after the last seminar that I conducted, 
because I constantly learn from the experience on how to prime this pump of 
discussion, as Adler talks about. 

Adler says, in the Paideia Program, that the teacher/facilitator/seminar leader is 
considered the first among equals in a joint effort to reach a goal that is shared by all.  
Once again, when we sit down at a seminar, we’re all a bunch of dogs just scraping for 
that bone of understanding.  And we’re here together.  There is no hierarchy of power.  
There is just a group of people sitting in a circle, trying to come to some understanding 
about themselves, about the text, about other people, and about life in general.   

So what do you do as a facilitator?  Well, first of all, again, think of yourself as a 
midwife.  You’ve got to nurture the inclusiveness and the depth of the dialogue, 
inclusiveness being that it’s important for you to monitor who’s talking, who’s not talking, 
and provide opportunities, as the leader, through your notes, as you’re mapping the 
seminar, to make sure that everybody has an opportunity to participate in the seminar. 

Adler says that in the Paideia Program, that if you just have a student sitting 
there and not participating, he or she is really not getting the full value of the seminar.  
That’s why it’s important for you, as a facilitator, to make sure that inclusiveness is a 
part of that.  And that goes for every student in the room, from the highest student to a 
student that might have learning disabilities to students with other special needs.  
Everybody needs to be a part of this, and that’s important. 

The goal, if I can, you know, bring you back to that again, is to have participants 
experience increased understanding of the self, of the text, and others, which is very, 
very important.  Adler calls it, and I quote him, priming the pump of discussion, when 
this happens. 

Configuration, seminar discussion, says Adler, can’t be carried on in a room 
where students are sitting in rows with the teacher standing in the front, or sitting in the 
front, of the first row and pontificating.  I often tease my friends who are history teachers 
that, you know, one of the last things we want to do is bore students to death, keep 



them in rows, and carrying on in droning voices, and hoping that they don’t die from a 
drowning of drool as we talk and discuss. 

So what we’re looking for, from a configuration standpoint, the most conducive 
configuration for a Socratic seminar should be one that’s conducive to carrying on a 
conversation.  So thus, I would say a circle with a teacher seated as part of the circle is 
the most conducive arrangement.  You know, you could do it with desks.  You could 
have students sit on the floor.  A square is okay and acceptable, that’s fine.  But 
participants need to see each other. 

Participants need to be able to look each other in the eyes and address each 
other, as we move into that social aspect, and participants need to be able to hear 
what’s happening within the confines of that circle.  This is a special place, and we are 
all coming together for some kum-ba-ya and some intellectual love.  That’s important. 

Now what are you doing during the course of the seminar?  First of all, you’re 
mapping the seminar.  You know, what does a seminar map look like?  First of all, 
there’s no particular stock or stereotype or stereotypical way the seminar map looks.  
The important thing is that you are mapping what’s happening in the seminar.  
Sometimes you have a preset seating chart with a circle, so on and so forth.  
Oftentimes, I just draw it up on a piece of paper. 

I’d like to switch to the document cam now and show you a couple seminar maps 
from two recent seminars that I’ve done and sort of explain how my mapping process 
looks.  So let’s switch there first of all.  It looks a little bit chaotic.  That, my friends, is the 
sign of work.  Let me bring it out just a little bit here.  This particular map was from a 
Socratic Seminar that I did in a training.  And as you look at the map, you can see 
several things.  Let’s go across the bottom here.  You can see that I’ve written our group 
goals down. 

I’ve had some statements that people made that were follow-up questions I 
wanted to ask.  For example, should an IEP be something that’s written for all the, the 
text of this was Dewey’s Pedagogic Creed, which was a compilation of kernels of belief 
that John Dewey had, and we used that.  One of the things that spurned from that was a 
discussion of should everybody have an IEP.  When do we stop thinking . . . so on and 
so forth? 

Now what you can see over here is the direction that conversation 
moved . . . there’s a very heavy slice of conversation moving across the room here.  But 
also, what I was looking for is very, very important, that there is conversation going 
anyplace, going around the room.  Here’s one of the participant’s names, you know, 
where I am, so on and so forth.  Then I have two things here.  These are my own 
personal notes.  I have Jason and Dan blocked off right here.  And then I have what I 
call the Berlin Wall over here for this particular seminar. 

I had Stacy, Joe, Carrie, Scott, and Kathy, and they didn’t really have a whole lot 
to say.  So as I came to the closing part of the seminar, one of the things that I wanted 
to do, from an inclusive standpoint, was I wanted to direct questions specifically to these 
folks in order to get them to participate and to make sure that they were heard.  And so 
that’s how I worked that through in the end.  But again, you can take a look at the 
dialogue. 

Here’s another one from another training.  Bear with me just a second.  And 
again, these are seminars with teachers.  They look a little bit different, but yet similarly 



the same.  You can see again, there’s the participants.  You can see some of my 
notations here, questions that I was thinking about as participants were talking.  How do 
we control images or guide images?  And you know, what are the arbitrary symbols?  
Are we still sentimental, reforming, brown monkey, I have no idea what that means, so 
on and so forth. 

You can see this is a pretty even distribution, with the exception of Mary Kay over 
here, who, again, she was like my singular standout, and I had to move specifically to 
her to make sure that she was included in the seminar.  But that’s just an example of 
what a seminar map looked like.  You can set it up in a stock setting if you want.  You 
know, you can draw pictures, squares, whatever, whatever works best for you.  The 
important thing is that you map the seminar and you have a record of where the 
dialogue is going. 

This will also help in your conduction of seminars later as you can see what you 
need to do to make sure that everyone is included in that.  So we talk about mapping 
the seminar, as we go back to the responsibility of seminar facilitator.  It’s our job to 
listen actively to each participant.  We have to hear what they’re saying.  Sometimes it’s 
important for us to hear what they’re saying so that we can rephrase it or perhaps 
repeat it for the participants. 

We have to think in an effort to nurture the depth and diversity of the points of 
view.  You have to really pay attention to where it’s going.  And you have to really listen 
to what students are saying.  And you have to really have an idea of where it might lead 
and the questions that you might ask to help students get to that place where they feel 
comfortable in exploring. 

Question, obviously, to nurture and increase the understanding.  And here’s the 
important thing, folks, limit teacher talk and increase participant talk.  The Socratic 
Seminar is not a time for a hidden or disguised didactic lecture.  Sometimes, based on 
what’s happening, you might have to take a timeout and become, you know, the didactic 
teacher for just a few minutes in order to clarify a point of contention, some question the 
students might have, where, you know, your expertise is needed. 

But for the most part, your job is just to sit back, to ask questions, to listen, and to 
guide and direct the conversation.  Again, this scares a lot of teachers because all you 
have is your text.  All you have is your questions.  And you have this circle of students.  
And some of the most fearful moments that you might have will be dead space.  Trust 
me, Ladies and Gentlemen, all right, it’s a waiting game.  Stare them down.  Let them 
know that you’re going to sit here, and they’re going to sit here, and we’re all going to sit 
here until somebody starts talking. 

Don’t be afraid of silence, all right.  It doesn’t always necessarily mean failure.  
Sometimes it can mean that people are thinking.  But just don’t let silence go.  Don’t be 
afraid to let it get silent, and don’t be afraid to turn control over.  Feel the love, people, 
feel the love, all right. 

Limit teacher talk.  Good quote by Ted Sizer here, understanding is more 
stimulating than learned.  It grows from questioning oneself and being questioned by 
others.  And again, that’s sort of a comprehensive statement for all that the Socratic 
Seminar is trying to achieve. 

Let’s talk about participation for just a second.  First of all, a participant, these are 
the expectations, and these are set forth as ground rules for students.  This is what the 



students need to know and understand up front about what they’re going to be expected 
to do, to engage in the dialogue, in the process, to be consistently challenged to expand 
and refine his or her participation skills.  Don’t get excited.  Don’t get offended.  Don’t 
feel like I’m picking on you if, as a facilitator, I continue to question you based on what 
you’ve said.  That’s the point of it, to clarify our understanding. 

And hold your students to high expectations and a specific set of ground rules.  
The basic seminar ground rules are very, very simple.  I consider taking these particular 
ground rules and incorporating them into your everyday classroom procedures.  At the 
very least, these particular ground rules need to be in your classroom at all time and 
referred to on a consistent basis. 

When you get into the seminar ground rules, they’re very simple.  First of all, we 
expect students to listen.  That’s very important.  We expect them to speak.  We expect 
them to think.  We expect them to refer to the text.  And we expect them to address 
others respectfully.  In each seminar situation, always offer students the opportunity to 
add any rules themselves, with something very simple like this.  As you go through the 
rules, ritualistically, before each seminar, ask them, are there other ground rules that 
you would like to add? 

Now I have a link here on this particular slide to, again, the National Paideia site, 
and a . . . example of some seminar ground rules for you that you can give a copy to the 
students.  It has the rule and an expansion of what it is that we expect from the 
students.  Listen by looking at the speaker, not talking when someone else is talking, 
speaking loudly enough for everyone to hear, thinking deeply, referring to the text, 
addressing others, so on and so forth. 

During the course of the seminar, and as you seminar more and more frequently, 
the seminar itself, both the pre and the post, should be a ritualistic experience, meaning 
that you start with the reading of the script, that you read the same pre-seminar script 
each time and then move specifically into what you’re going to cover in the seminar.  So 
again, there’s the ground rules. 

Give students an opportunity to add some rules.  And you have a link to ground 
rule . . . the cycle itself can sort of be viewed in five stages, depending upon where it is 
that the seminar falls in your curriculum.  First part of the cycle is pre-seminar content 
activities.  Pre-seminar content is exactly what it says.  It’s the things that you are doing 
in your classroom following the Pennsylvania standard course of study, 
utilizing . . . following your local curriculum, doing things that you are required to do in 
that particular content or discipline. 

That doesn’t change.  Teaching is teaching is teaching, didactic, coaching, or 
seminar.  What’s happening before you read this text?  What is associated with this 
text?  What’s going on in your classroom?  How does it tie in, content-wise, to the 
seminar?  Pre-seminar process activities, the seminar process is just that.  It is the 
seminar process from start to finish, reading the ritualistic script, working through the 
seminar.  Some seminars are different than others, especially with the pre-seminar 
process. 

If you are using a text that students have not read before, a very short text, then 
part of the pre-seminar process is going to be a cold read of the text, a structural 
underlining of sentences, paragraphs, and identification of any particular vocabulary, 



and making sure that students have an understanding of that text in the pre-seminar 
process. 

You have the third step, which is formal seminar dialogue, that being the actual 
conversation.  The post-seminar process activity, that’s when we reflect on what’s 
happened in the seminar.  We do that immediately after the seminar, before we move to 
post-seminar content activities.  That is, what’s going to happen in your classroom, in 
your content, after this seminar?  This is good teaching.  Good teaching means that 
you’ve got a plan. 

So in pre-seminar, what happens?  All right, well, you’re analyzing curriculum.  
You’re selecting text.  You’re developing questions.  You’re preparing students for 
thinking and talking about that text, all right.  How are you scaffolding instruction, 
building towards that text, before you read and study the text?  Eventually, arranging for 
seating, and then setting the expectations for the seminar participants and for the 
facilitators.  Again, this is all part of the process.  It’s not just, hey, I’m here, I got the 
questions, let’s sit down, let’s talk.  It’s a little bit more complicated in structure than that. 

So that’s what happens in pre-seminar.  Now let’s talk about pre-seminar content 
for just a second.  As a part of your job, you want to provide a thorough preparation of 
the textual content and everything that’s related to it in your curriculum, including your 
goals and objectives.  Coaching students to use good reading strategies, it doesn’t 
matter what your grade level is.  It doesn’t matter what your content is.  The essence of 
content comes from the written word. 

You might have students taking notes.  You might have a didactic chunk of 
information that you’ve presented.  Students might have been doing some activities or 
exercises in which you’re coaching them.  And then how do you assess what’s 
happening from preparation?  If you want to assess a seminar, we’re going to talk about 
that a little bit in a while, but if you want to assess it, some of the things that can help 
you with the assessment of preparation include students’ notes, graphic organizers, 
preliminary questions, collaborative assessment involving students and teacher. 

We’ll talk more about assessment in just a little bit.  But it’s important to know 
that you will be assessing in your seminar.  So that’s pre-seminar content.  Pre-seminar 
process, obviously, we’re talking again about baby steps, taking time to prep for the 
dialogue, identifying the roles and the expectations of both parties, establishing the 
ground rules, selecting group and individual goals, assessment starts before the 
seminar. 

Let’s take a look at this particular handout for students, just the seminar 
participation goals.  Again, this is generic from the National Paideia Center.  Some of 
the things that we want students to do, we usually have students, depending upon, you 
know, who you are and where you are and what you’re doing, the general participation 
goals would be something like this. 

And we’d ask students to choose two, maybe three, of these each time we have 
a seminar, to speak at least three times, to look at the speaker, to ask at least two 
questions, to refer to the text, to say I want to build on, I want to connect my thoughts to, 
I want to agree with, I want to disagree with, I have a question about.   We’re helping 
them script the phrasing that’s necessary for dialogic interaction in a social situation.  All 
of this, again, is a part of the pre-seminar process.  You’ve heard me mention that it’s 
ritualistic and talk about a script. 



Basically, you know, this aspect, from the time you start the process until the time 
you finish, is a scripted process, the organic nebulous flowing being the actual dialogue 
contained with the asking of your opening core and closing questions. 

Back to the slides.  Now the seminar itself, you know, is the intellectual dialogue.  
It includes some teacher talk, but it allows for more student participation.  Less teacher 
talk, of course, is setting the stage . . . we want kids to take intellectual and social risks.  
We want them to expand on their thinking.  We want them to ask questions.  We want 
them to not be afraid to ask questions.  And we want them to not be afraid to answer 
questions. 

And to do that, we have to establish a nurturing, supporting environment, with 
high expectations for all students about what’s happening during the course of the 
seminar.  Folks, this doesn’t happen overnight.  Once again, I wish I could sprinkle the 
dust and there it is.  But it takes lots of practice, and it takes you keeping a set of high 
expectations and being ready to enforce those expectations with your students. 

As the seminar begins, then your basic components  come into play as dialogic 
instruction works its way through.  Post-seminar, post-seminar process is important 
because the work is aimed at true self-assessment of the dialogue.  Post-seminar 
process occurs immediately after the last question has been asked or answered.  The 
process is important because we are asking both students and the teacher to assess 
and evaluate what has happened in that circle that day, what they’ve heard, what 
they’ve learned, and how they feel about their participation. 

And then we’ll have a dialogue about that.  We’ll ask students to write, and then 
we’ll ask students to share.  And we’ll have a discussion about our discussion.  We will 
talk about our talk, and that’s important so that students can evaluate what happened, 
what was good, what was bad, what they liked, what they didn’t like, what they felt 
challenging, what they’re going to take away with them.  That’s the post-seminar 
process. 

Post-seminar content then are activities aimed at applying the ideas and the 
values in a meaningful way.  What’s the transference from what’s happened in the 
seminar to what’s going to happen once again in the curriculum?  And I’ll give you a 
little news flash here, folks, very important, 99.9% of the time this involves some type of 
writing activity because, as we know, writing is one of the greatest ways to assess both 
thinking, creative thinking, critical thinking, independent thinking, so on and so forth.  So 
keep that in mind. 

Post-seminar process again.  It gives the group a time to discuss and, first of all, 
talk about their successes, what went well, review areas for future improvement.  And it 
can be as simple as asking the group post-seminar, what could we do to make this a 
better seminar or make the next seminar better?  Assessing facilitation, folks, what can I 
do as a facilitator to be a better facilitator next time?  And you usually want to allow 
writing time for both the facilitator and the individuals to reflect individually. 

Now you can also find two things.  Let’s take a look at the first one, the 
secondary seminar checklist.  All these checklists are available by grade level.  I just 
chose the secondary one.  There’s your name, there’s the seminar, the text.  You would 
want to keep these, as you build a seminar portfolio, of students’ responses to seminar.  
You can see the directions there before the seminar.  Select one or two items for your 



participation.  And you have an N never, S sometimes, or A always, grading sheet, as 
well as an opportunity for writing. 

During our next seminar, my personal seminar participation goal will be this 
because.  I usually use the back side of this to jot down goals, etc., etc.  This becomes 
a part of a student’s record.  It’s a good form of assessment.  It’s an honest form of 
assessment.  The other thing that I think is important is the facilitator reflection guide, 
and this is something that you should do periodically. 

If you’ll take a look at it, it has your name, part one.  It talks about how many 
seminars that you’ve led, how the texts that you chose addressed curriculum, what you 
did to get the students ready, what follow-up activities you had planned, how you 
determined their understanding of the ideas and the values, how did you assess that, 
your growth as a facilitator, any additional comments. 

And then it goes into a little bit more depth, if you’re interested in really examining 
closely some of the things that happened, as a seminar leader, for you over the course 
of time.  And it’s a good little thing to keep you in touch with what’s happening and how 
you are moving as a facilitator. 

Now we’ve talked about pre-seminar content, what happens before.  We’ve 
talked about pre-seminar process, what’s happening as we begin the seminar, 
post-seminar process.  Post-seminar content is next.  That is the extension and the 
application of the text and the dialogue, ideas, concepts, and values into the lives and 
the coursework of the participants, okay.  We’ve got to sort of encode this, and we 
usually do that with our post-seminar content. 

That would include directions to an assignment or activity.  Often, it would be 
some type of writing assignment.  And coaching students as they apply ideas and 
values in a variety of ways.  It could be in a coached project.  It could be as a guide in a 
writing conference, so on and so forth, but we are getting students connected to the 
seminar through the content, both pre and post, and that’s important.  The extension 
and the application of what students learn and how they integrate it into their lives, into 
their coursework. 

Some examples of other post-seminar content activities, could be writing 
activities.  I talked about constructing a model, making a map.  Assessing or evaluation 
can occur in this area.  Evaluating during the seminar is actually discouraged because 
that ends up decreasing the quality of the conversation.  Let me talk for just a second 
about assessment and evaluation.  This is an ongoing, collaborative, continuous 
process that focuses on developing good thinking and communication skills over time. 

How do you assess a seminar?  Pasteur says the chance favors the prepared 
mind.  From a seminar standpoint, this is my suggestion to you when it comes to 
assessing seminars.  If you’re going to assess a seminar, then you should do a 
triangulation of data, that is, work that the students have done in pre-seminar content, 
either in preparing to read the text or in what they’ve done in preparing to move through 
this particular unit. 

Secondly, their participation based on their reflection sheets and what happens in 
the seminar.  And then thirdly, what it is that they create as a part of the extension and 
application of the ideas that they’ve learned in that content.  Take those three things 
and use them in a type of triangulation, if you will, to come to a grade.  Just don’t give 
students a grade because they respond, give them a check, so on and so forth, 



because what happens is you’ve got students that are just trying to respond because 
they know they’ll get a check. 

They get a check, that means the grade is good, so on and so forth.  And you 
have people popping off just because they want to say something.  That’s not what this 
is about, all right.  So keep that in mind.  And let students know that perhaps an honest 
grade from the seminar will have to come from three things.  And here’s another 
suggestion for you. 

You know, if you’re happy with the dialogue, if everybody does everything, then 
just give them a grade.  Say guess what, everybody, you’ve all got hundreds for your 
seminar participation, yeah.  And that’s okay, that’s fine.  But don’t base it on 
participation.  Don’t base it on number of responses.  Try to base a seminar grade on a 
collection perhaps.  You might want to wait until the end of the semester to take a look 
at students’ reflections sheets and see what they have to say.  Think about that. 

Again, this is not an iron-fast rule.  I mean, you do what you got to do.  Do that 
voodoo that you do, so to speak, and take care of business any way you can.  This is 
just my suggestion to you. 

So we’re almost done.  Hang tight with me.  Let’s talk about a few helpful hints 
and some questions and answers that might be beneficial to you.  A couple strategies 
for improving seminars.  First of all, round robin is great.  It generates ideas and 
improves participation.  Oftentimes, start with a round-robin question, have students 
answer the question, and then open the floor up for students to elaborate on why that 
question is answered, so that we can get everybody to respond off the top, and we get 
the juices flowing. 

Paired discussion, to increase talk and use talk turns by reluctant participants.  
You could put a question out there.  You could have students do a think, pair, or share 
to start with.  And always use individual writing to improve the response of seminar.  
You could use journals or brief writing assignments as a framework for some of the 
questions that you’re going to ask.  Give students five minutes to write a response.  
Then call on students.  They can’t really say, well, I don’t have a response, because we 
know that for five minutes during the circle, they’ve been writing response. 

As an English teacher, and really as a child of the humanities, I like to start 
thinking focused on theme, and theme being the main idea about life, in work of 
literature, work of science, work of history, so on and so forth.  Bottom line is this, the 
theme is the main idea about life, and that’s why we’re here.  We all get back to the 
understanding.  Dogs scraping for a bone, trying to make sense of the word.  And so 
oftentimes, you can use your theme, connected to the ideas and values that we talked 
about, for discussion to assist in achieving your goals. 

Visit the National Paideia Center at www.paideia.org.  Let’s go there for just a 
second.  What you’ll find on the National Paideia site, and it’s a nonprofit organization.  
It’s located at the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, established by Mortimer Adler 
in 1988, to continue the work of the Paideia Group.  You see a Paideia background 
here.  You can get some background, philosophy information.  You can tune into some 
of their publications. 

If you scroll down to the bottom of the page, you’ll see several things.  One is a 
video with Director Terry Roberts and a seminar dialogue with feedback by students 
and teachers at a school in Chapel Hill.  All the tools that are embedded within this 



presentation can also be found here for free.  So you can use them to your heart’s 
desire.  You can also own training manuals.  There’s two sample dialogue plans.  We’ll 
go to those as we move a little bit further down the list.  But you can see that these 
things are available.   

So take some time, go to that site, and get a feel for it because it’s a great source 
of information.  I still refer to it today myself.  Here is the list of tools, again, that are 
available.  And they’re hyperlinked within this presentation as well, this presentation 
which I’m assuming you’ll also have access to as a part of this particular training.  But 
let me check the text selection rubric because that was that hyperlink.  Let’s go there 
very, very quickly. 

This was developed by a team of teachers.  And it’s a way for them to select a 
text.  So you can see the criteria, ideas and values, degree of challenge, relevance, 
ambiguity, and then a three, two, and one.  So this is a great little tool, I’ve used it 
myself, to evaluate texts and which texts might be more useful than others.  So that’s 
also a very handy-dandy little tool. 

The two seminar plans, the American Flag and the Pledge of Allegiance, and The 
Gettysburg Address.  Now this is what a seminar plan looks like as it’s written.  The 
American Flag and the Pledge of Allegiance, the ideas and values, we talked about 
that’s where it all starts.  These are the things that are transferrable to all disciplines, 
citizenship, democracy, pledge, and symbol.  Here’s the pre-seminar content.  In this 
particular seminar plan, the suggestion is to display the flag in your classroom during 
the week prior to the seminar and post the words to the pledge where they can be easily 
read. 

A few days prior to the seminar, post the definition of the word symbol on the 
board and discuss it at least once with students prior to the seminar.  Just prior to the 
seminar, share the following background information, and here’s the resolution to adopt 
the flag.  Here’s background information that you would provide to the students in the 
pre-seminar process.  The original Pledge was written, so on and so forth.  Discuss any 
unfamiliar vocabulary.  State specifically that our purpose is to explore this.  You can 
see here’s the pre-seminar script. 

A Paideia seminar is a collaborative, intellectual dialogue.  Everything here is 
what you would read to the students.  It’s the expectations.  It sets the goals.  
Everybody knows what they’re going to do.  Here’s a list of participation goals.  And we 
get into the actual seminar questions.  Opening, telling you what you’re doing.  When 
you look at the American Flag, what is the most interesting detail that you see?  Core, 
the stripes on the flag represent 13 colonies, became the United States.  Why do you 
think the original desire was to choose red, white, and blue? 

And then closing, if you were to design a flag to represent our school, what ideas 
and values would be symbolized there?  How would you represent them on a flag?  And 
then the post-seminar process, assess the dialogue.  Read the script.  It talks about 
how would you like to share your goals, so on and so forth.  Talk together with the folks 
and then move to the content.  Distribute unlined paper, along with colored pencils and 
crayons, have the participants work in pairs to sketch an idea for a school flag.  So you 
can sort of get an idea of how this works from start to finish. 

You’ll find the same thing with The Gettysburg Address as well.  Here are the 
sources for the presentation.  I have links, a number of things, including here’s a link to 



the Paideia Seminar Manual.  This is actually the order form.  If we switch over to the 
document camera, you can see that there are, the Seminar Manual, Active Thinking 
Through Dialogue is the second edition.  These are available for high school, middle 
school, and K-5, I think.  They’re relatively inexpensive, about $35, available through the 
National Center.  I find it to be a source that is worth every dime of it. 

I consult mine constantly.  I bring a copy of it with me for every seminar that I do, 
and I use it as, you know, my primary source for information.  So it’s a really super 
book.  I suggest, if you really want to get a depth of knowledge and understanding, that 
this is something that you would need or that you should add to your own personal 
connection.  Here’s a list of the media sources that I’ve used during this particular 
presentation.  Again, all these are hyperlinked for your pleasure. 

Here’s my contact information.  I am Bob Alexander of PaTTAN Harrisburg, once 
again, the self-appointed minister of Socratic Love in the State of Pennsylvania.  I will 
be continuing with a series of these trainings.  But if you have questions, here is my 
e-mail address, ralexander@pattan.org, my phone number and extension.  Please feel 
free to contact me and let me know what I can do to help you as you explore this 
particular type of teaching and learning.  

Thank you very much for your time and attention today.  I wish you well as you 
carry the work of teaching and learning to the children, to the sons and daughters of the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.  I’m looking forward to hearing your experiences of 
spreading the Socratic Love. 


